Netplex

TM

Netplex™ is what’s next in play. This futuristic climbing experience
pushes kids ages 5 to 12 beyond their known boundaries into a world of
interconnected cables where there’s no right or wrong way to play. They
can create their own path through a complex of multi-leveled, webbed
nets. Climb to the top, swing from rope to rope or rest on one of the
perches. Netplex is a hub of individual and social activity.
Netplex introduces patent-pending clamping technology and a whole
new experience in configurability. This net-based product is part of the
PlayBooster® family. So you can install Netplex to stand on its own, or
connect it to any standard PlayBooster playstructure.
This also means you can mix and match PlayBooster components with
new Netplex spinners, overhead events and bridges to make sure kids get
a full dose of fun and healthy development opportunities. Or simply add a
few modern Netplex components to your existing PlayBooster playstructure.
With Netplex, you’ll enjoy endless design and color flexibility along with
the ultimate in challenging net play.

See Netplex in
action in our video at
playlsi.com/Netplex

See Netplex and other great playground
designs in our Playground Inspirations app.
Download today at playlsi.com/Inspirations-App
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esign yours
It’s easy to create your own NetplexTM environments!
Three simple steps will help you develop a unique
Netplex playstructure that fits your playground
size, style and budget.
1. Select a mainstructure
2. Pick a core climber
3. Add your favorite components
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Select a
mainstructure
Two distinct mainstructures to choose
from, no wrong decisions. Both provide
plenty of unscripted opportunities for
climbing, balance, coordination, motor
planning and muscle development.
Because they’re part of the PlayBooster®
family, either mainstructure can be
connected directly to a PlayBooster
playstructure or to individual
PlayBooster components. Or choose to
have your Netplex™ playstructure stand
on its own. Either way, consider adding
Vibe® roofs for an even cooler aesthetic.
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NetplexTM 14-post
mainstructure
(shown with the Disc Net™ Climber)
The larger of the two mainstructures
includes two concentric rings of seven
posts each, all with post toppers.
• For ages 5 to 12
•A
 vailable with 3, 5 or 7 Vibe® roofs or
without roofs
•M
 ust be paired with either the Disc
Net™ Climber or the Skyport™ Climber
as the core (see pages 6-7)
• #193169

3 roofs

5 roofs

7 roofs

3 roofs

NetplexTM 7-post mainstructure
(shown with the Skyport™ Climber)
The smaller of the two mainstructures includes
one ring of seven posts with post toppers.
• For ages 5 to 12
• Available with 3 Vibe® roofs or without roofs
•M
 ust be paired with either the Disc Net™
Climber or the Skyport™ Climber as the core
(see pages 6-7)
• #193168
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Pick
a core
climber
Designed exclusively for Netplex™,

SkyportTM Climber

two core climbers provide the center

(shown with Netplex 7-post
mainstructure)

attraction for all Netplex systems.
Pair your favorite one with either the
7- or 14-post mainstructure. Then
watch kids apply their strategicthinking skills as they navigate their

This climber’s vertical net tunnel
will transport kids to multiple levels
of fun. Five perches provide a nice
spot to hang out amidst the
cable complex.
•M
 ust be attached to a Netplex
7- or 14-post mainstructure

way through the multi-layered,

• Latex-free flexible rubber perches

webbed landscape.

• #193175
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Disc NetTM Climber
(shown with Netplex 14-post
mainstructure)
Kids will love climbing through
four levels of flexible climbing
discs set at opposing angles for
added challenge.
•M
 ust be attached to a Netplex
7- or 14-post mainstructure
•L
 atex-free flexible rubber
climbing discs
• #194659
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Add your
favorite
components

Now turn your Netplex™ into a oneof-a-kind destination by adding all of
your favorite play challenges. Choose
from these new components or
combine them with other compatible
PlayBooster® components. With so
many design and color configurations
possible, your first challenge will be
deciding on one.
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Sol SpinnerTM
Kids will gain valuable spinning
motion needed for healthy growth
and development, but they think
they’re just having fun! Multiple kids
can work together to counterbalance
the Sol Spinner to make it go faster.
•S
 pinner is set at an angle for
maximum momentum
•G
 ripX platform offers excellent
traction and slip resistance
•P
 olyester-wrapped, galvanized
steel cable hand supports
• #193174

Boogie BoardTM
From surfing to lounging,
whether solo or with friends,
kids find the most creative
ways to use the Boogie
Board. In every way, they’re
developing balance, building
core strength and learning
to work together.
•L
 atex-free, flexible rubber
belting connects to sturdy
Permalene® end panels
•A
 vailable to attach to
PlayBooster playstructures
or as a freestanding
play event
•P
 layBooster
#193176
•F
 reestanding
#194704
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More favorite components
LolliLadderTM
There’s always a line
for the LolliLadder.
This unique, curved
overhead event offers
extra challenge as kids
reach from rung to rung
to make it to the
other side.
• Rubber rung caps
•E
 ncourages
coordination,
upper-body strength
and gross motor
skill development
• #193170

SwiggleKnotsTM
Bridge
Multiple suspended
ball knots and discs
make it interesting for
kids to climb up, step
over and stretch across
the SwiggleKnots
Bridge. There’s plenty of
possible paths, so kids’
imaginations can soar.
•R
 otomolded balls
and discs attached to
polyester-wrapped,
galvanized steel cable
•C
 ables anchored to
ground with straight
link steel chain
• #193171
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WatermillTM
Climber
Designed exclusively for
Netplex, the Watermill
Climber offers a series
of fun challenges from
bottom to top, and
everywhere in between.
The posts of this unique
C-shaped net climber
attach to the Netplex
14-post mainstructure,
which means no
extra footers.
•V
 ertical net
climber helps kids
gain elevation
•A
 ttaches to
Netplex 14-post
mainstructure only
• #193172

TightRopeTM
Bridge
Kids can pretend they’re
hundreds of feet above
the ground (but really
it’s just inches) as they
hold on for balance and
traverse the tightrope.
•R
 otating, movable
obstacles provide an
extra challenge
•M
 oveable overhead
handhold travels with
child for balance
assistance
• #193173
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Netplex offers kids the challenge levels they need for healthy development into
self-assured adults. This amazing complex of cables encourages kids to develop
their confidence right along with their muscles. And it’s all with the built-in
safety you’ve come to expect from Landscape Structures.
Meeting safety standards has always been important to Landscape Structures.
So is creating attractive, challenging playgrounds that encourage kids to play
more often and stay longer.
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The material difference
High-quality materials make Netplex safe, beautiful and long-lasting.

Netplex includes:
Patent-pending clamping system. Provides a unique and flexible attachment for cable connections.
Steel-reinforced cables. Extremely durable and vandal resistant.
Decorative post toppers. Included with every Netplex mainstructure.
Latex-free rubber. For belting, climbing discs and rung caps.
GripX surface. Marine-grade, UV-stabilized HDPE (high-density polyethylene), slip-resistant texture.

Insta

Since 1971, Landscape Structures has been committed to enhancing children’s lives by fostering and creating inspiring
play experiences while honoring the environment. We create innovative playground equipment to inspire children to
grow strong bodies and minds so their futures remain bright. And to further ensure a better tomorrow, we are sensitive
to the environment through manufacturing practices that minimize our impact on the earth. Our goal from day one has

